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Welcome to the Second Edition!
As we arrive at the year's end, 2020 has certainly been special. A year that tested our own humanity, and
with it our resiliences to stay with our strengths and to put up with our weaknesses. Nothing like a
pandemic to really drive home one's human-ness! Whilst everyone hopes for a better new year, Covid-19 is
still an unnerving force to be reckoned with and will be around for a long while yet...stay tuned.
So, here's a little something from MMTA, the second edition of Dangdut Times, with a recap of events that
have taken place from September till December, 2020. Enjoy the read and here's to a safer, better and well
adjusted new year!
Isabel, Cheryl, Preet
______________________________________________________________________________________

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (PD)
All the PD’s were conducted via Zoom by members who shared their work in diverse areas of clinical
populations and music therapy methods, which helped develop ideas for everyone who attended.

25th November 2020: NMT Sharing
NMT certified Sandra, Heng Wei and Isabel, shared their work to
MMTA and AMTS members. A brief introduction about NMT was
explained before diving into some of the more frequent techniques
like Rhythmic Auditory Stimulus (RAS). The basis of NMT as a
transformational model was also elaborated upon. Thereafter, 3 case
studies exemplifying various techniques, assessments and pre-post
videos were showcased. A short Q&A among members brought up
good points to note in future including topics like emotional
entrainment.

17th December 2020: Nordoﬀ-Robbins Sharing
Low Ming Yuan presented an introduction to Nordoff-Robbins to MMTA members, This presentation
included the history of Nordoff-Robbins work and current trends and development in Nordoff-Robbins
practice.
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MUSIC THERAPY PUBLIC TALKS
Members delivered talks for the Corporate sector, Universities, and an International conference. Read all
about their experiences!

30th September 2020
Sherrene, Sheen and Preet shared about music therapy to Aleevar Consulting who approached MMTA to
understand and consider collaboration with music therapists as part of their list of agencies’ service
delivery. Here's the link, have a listen when you have time https://www.aleevar.com/webinar-10
Sherrene “It was great to know there’s interest from corporate
companies such as Aleevar to find out more about MMTA. It was
probably one of my first experience doing such presentation. I was
very glad to share about the milestones that MMTA has achieved.”
Sheen “It was great to hear about non-typical settings and
populations that music therapists can potentially develop programs
with such as communities within affordable housing projects etc.
This collaboration with Aleevar also served as a good reminder that
corporate connections can be fruitful for music therapists, and is
fertile ground for advocacy.”
Preet “It was an opportunity to mention presentations and work already done with corporate organisations
in East Malaysia and to promote greater understanding for and of music therapy’s universal potential
intersecting clinical—community—corporate sectors.”

December, 2020
Alvina represented MMTA to deliver two online talks on music therapy to
relieve stress and to support mental health, for UPM Faculty of Medicine and
Health Sciences and University of Southampton Malaysia Volunteer Society.
From Alvina, "participants engaged actively with questions and responded
well to the activities. I am truly touched by the younger generation’s
openness and awareness of mental health in relation to their own needs, and
their overall interests in music therapy in Malaysia.”

Low Ming Yuan presented at the International Special Education
Ecosystem digital conference in December. In his presentation, he
introduced the concept of the neurodiversity movement and disability
rights, and challenged what we can understand about autism when we
collaborate and center autistic people and their voices.
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PUBLICATION
Sandra did a wonderful and excellent interview for
FreeMalaysiaToday.com. Here's the link:
https://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/category/highlight/
2020/12/10/making-sweet-music-from-the-heartbeats-of-herpatients/?
fbclid=lwAR2nzdP4YaH4Y_fbeJMZWHS2dpCybvqwUNvC3W8GXFh0-lAAXrVqz4kQfk8

NEWS

www.mmta.org.my

Do check out our latest MMTA website, updated with new
information cards for specific populations in 3 different
languages for you to share. Latest updates can also be found on
the News, Events, and Journal pages. You can also easily find
practising members of MMTA on our page and get connected.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

And finally...
Isabel got married on 2nd December 2020!
CONGRATULATIONS to Isabel and Alston on successfully
making it to the altar...may you have many happy years together!

Happy New Year to all !
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